
sorry to be ao tartly responding to your 12/31, ehich came promptly. It is a comb 
bination of the phlebitis slowing me down, a trip I had to make and matters I could not 
postpone. Since the short but rather intense trip I find myself not coming back as 
fast as in the pact and am pretty tired by suppertime. Or, right now, after eating. 

I am in the awkward position of wanting to be i:formed and not being able to tick 
take title for responsee....Thanks for what you said about I'M. ...On editing, when I 
can't get qny kind of help eecept occasional trenscortation when I shouldn't drive, no 
chance. I' a been trying inturmitently for eight years. Two coemercial editing Jobe 
were not helpful tc teoue books. There is also the utter impossibility of my wife doing 
any more. The impossible is that and worrying about it does no more than generate 
frustrations. If there cat be cooeercial interest in a book, that is different. The 
publisher supplies it. But my immediate problem is gettine time to do any writing at 
all. So, +t silo it ie true that the writing tends to assume a certain amount of know- 
ledge on the part of the reader, a largo mail is singularly without complaint about it. 
were such a book published co mercially there would be a different reactions. Particu-
larly from reviewers. 

Alba; aarrioon'e oefice saw bin. I know no more and expect 	more despite 
Garrison's belief that eith federal cars !asked in his place he had ge en the in. 

I agree that if true Alma's statement that he helped affix rivets to the sling 
would be important. However, I don't see any reason why Onweld would have teem a 
rifln all the far when he could bave rivetted at how with virtually no expense and 
with rivets Alba could have given him. I also find it hard to believe he eould not have 
told this to the Ina and more, desperate as they were for any confirmation of Marina in 
particular, why the FBI would not have reported it. No ench documente and I've gone 
over them all, including ',hat had been withheld that I forced out and gave to another, 
on the coupon and the fingerprinting of the magazines. My iepreenion is that the FBI 
ranted nothing frou Alba it could avoid and avoided much ag what he eay have said. But 
not thin. They needed it too euch. 

Anyone who .corked for doily and didn't switch to the NASA plants had reeks in 
his head. The difference in pat scale alone was anorsous...amae age I read. Alba's 
testimony and I can't now. But of there are sueeretion you would like ma to have on 
file for when 1 can no it again, at that writing time, please sand them....On Aynes-
worth and the eedia, agreed. And I'll take Hudkins' werd over his any des. Gols is a 
good reporter with not good judgement. If it eakes a story ha has no fuether concern... 
Oswald's receiet of envelopes from the Fa could account for hall hanging around in 
Alba's garage, but why inui this rink when Oswald had a poste; box Ea.:creme the street? 
That "the driver of the vehicle would neceeeerily barn, had his back to ar. Alba" is 
true only if he were careleee and didn't look. They it wouaa have betel his rights side 
until ka turned to the driver's wiedow....If you want me to go over what you do not 
say at the end of #12, I'll do it. But I do not believe it likely tiedl any aeueral 
agent would have shared his suspicion° with anyone, least of all one sure to be called 
as a wtinese...eeeume that Oswald, like mont youne men, had acme interest in weapons. 
In itself this moans nothing. Assume he was goofing off at Alba's. What else could they 
talk about?... I don't pretend to know the answers aed I can't erase any xt this is 
wrong. I'm trying to think with you and to provide some devil's advocaoy....an Aynes-
worth, why not do some re-thinkine based on two aesweptions; he liken meney and he had 
a federal connection of his own. Theorize on the latter and believe the former. Bede 
kins was the least of hit competitore. bonnie worked for a Houston paper, not Dallas. 
When Ajnesworth :roved to Houston, for Noweweea, Lonnie has left. Aaneaworta had two 
Cadialacs, not par for reporters. A de:endable reporter frm acustbn is my source. 

There is something you might ecneider about f• lee or cover stories; they are mar 
more easily remember if they are oouneoti'd with a reality that can stay in the mind. 
Would it do any good to reeieu awe of your observation, wite this in mind? Would it 
suggest anything to you? Do you think the federals, whether or not only the Yal, used 
Alba's ,rage without some eecueity, Oecluaing a cneaa on him? when a car ceeld be 
wired for a bomb in seconds, the explosive and two spring clips? Or a heat-sensitive 
one rigged to the exhaust pipe? auffler?...aaaa questions t; consider without visible 
answers doe* not make it easier but there are missing answers and there is no con fir.. 
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IN THE MATTER of the assassination 
of President John F Kennedy 

and - 

IN THE MATTER of the rumor that Lee 
Harvey Oswald was an FBI informer in 
Dallas, Texas, with the assigned . 
number of 5-172 or S-179 at the time 
of the assassination. 

I, Ian Colin Archibald MacFarlane, of 59 Talbot Crescent, Kooyong, 
in the State of Victoria, Australia, make oath and say as follows: 

1 	I have spent several years researching the subject of the 
assassination of President Kennedy. I am the author of a number 
of newspaper articles, a booklet and a book, which examine the 
matter. 

2 	In November, 1975, I made a tour of the United States, during 
which I spent six days in Dallas, Texas. 

3 	In conversations with Mr Earl Golz, a reporter for the Dallas 
-Morning News, I discussed some of the instances of apparent 

links between Lee Harvey Oswald and the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. In particular, I referred to the rumor that was 
brought to the attention of the Warren Commission by Texas 
officials that alleged that Oswald was on the FBI payroll -
perhaps as an informer - at the time of the assassination, in 
Dallas, and that he had been allocated a number for his activities 
- namely S-172 or S-179. 

4 	Mr Golz informed me that, contrary to my previous understanding, 
the author of this rumor was Mr Hugh Aynesworth of the Dallas 
Times Herald, and not Mr Alonzo Hudkins III, a former._ reporter 
for the Houston Post. Golz stated that Hudkins had been 
pestering Aynesworth for leads about links that may have existed 
between the FBI and Lee Harvey Oswald, and that in desperation 
Aynesworth had made up a story to rid himself of Hudkins' 
attention. Golz encouraged me to telephone Ayneeworth for 
verification of these events. 

5 	I was anxious to make this call, since.' was familiar with Mr 
Aynesworth's considerable writings about the assassination over 
the years. I felt sure that if the story was true, he would have 
found a way to clear up the rumor long ago - especially since it 
apparently caused confusion and embaressment for the Warren 
Commission. On November 26, 1975, at approximately 10.30 am, I 
spoke with Mr Hugh Aynesworth by telephone at the Dallas Times 
Herald. He confirmed what Golz had told me. Referring to 
Hudkins, he said: "He was a competitor, and kept calling me all 
the time". He added that in order to get Hudkins "off my back", 
he had relayed some jottings off his notepad. These jottings 
included the numbers S-172 and S-179, which apparently had no 
relevance whatsoever to either Oswald or the FBI. It was this 
information, Mr Aynesworth stated, that formed the basis of 
Hudkins' articles in the Houston Post. 

6 	I asked Aynesworth why he had not made this information known 
previously, since the rumor still persists today. Despite the 
efforts of the Warren Commission to dispell it, the rumor is 
still being quoted to suggest links between the FBI and Oswald. 
rr Aynesworth replied that he had been unaware of the seriousness 
of the issue until he had seen some "declassified documents" from 
the files of the Warren Commission. He asserted, however, that 
Mir Mark Dane - a critic of the findings of the Warren Commission -
had been familiar with the true seeueace of events for some years, 
but continued to use the rumor anyway to suit is own ends. 
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